
   
 

Titan Regulation and Eventus Systems Announce Strategic Partnership 

Real-time analytics and risk mitigation system enhances the precision of audit services and reduces 

compliance costs and risks 

Austin, TX, and San Francisco, CA – Titan Regulation (“Titan”), a provider of compliance solutions to the 

financial services industry, and Eventus Systems, Inc. (“Eventus”), a leading national provider of real-

time analytics and risk mitigation systems to the financial services industry, have entered a strategic 

partnership to provide customers with an end to end solution for their compliance and risk management 

needs. 

Validus, which was launched over a year ago, offers both Enterprise and Cloud versions and is installed 

at Tier 1 banks, future commission merchants (FCMs), brokers, proprietary trading firms as well as 

alternative trading systems (ATS) spanning equities, futures and equity options.  The Validus system 

provides a real time, centralized dashboard that spans trading, operations, surveillance, compliance and 

risk management for both buy- and sell-side firms enabling them to make key regulatory and risk 

decisions faster and with better intelligence. Validus promotes compliance and risk transparency across 

the organization. 

Eventus’ Validus is the only run-time enterprise risk and compliance platform on the market capable of 

spanning the front-, middle-, and back-office, enabling sophisticated risk management and surveillance. 

“After an extensive search, we found Validus to be the best risk and surveillance technology we have 

seen and it will enable us to better support our existing customer base as well as expand into new 

verticals,” said Julie Dixon, founder and CEO of Titan. “Partnering with Eventus and implementing 

Validus dramatically increases Titan’s ability to perform very precise risk analysis and to further 

differentiate Titan’s service offering.” 

Financial firms continue be to under constant scrutiny by regulators as well as trying to cope with the 

ever-shifting regulatory landscape.  The goal of this partnership is to provide customers with a unified 

solution to both their technology and consulting needs as well as expand the precision of the audit 

services reducing overall compliance costs and reducing risk across the organization. 

"Titan has a strong five year track record of delivering high quality consulting services to regulated 

financial institutions.  In a competitive field of players in the consulting space, we believe that Titan’s 

client satisfaction rates, strong growth curve and innovative consulting offerings made them a perfect 

fit,” said Travis Schwab, CEO of Eventus. “We’re very excited to work alongside Titan as we continue to 

see strong adoption of the Validus platform across the financial services marketplace." 

To learn more, contact Eventus Systems at 844.438.3688 or visit www.eventussystems.com or Titan 

Regulation at 312.724.9026 or visit www.titanregulation.com. 
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ABOUT TITAN REGULATION 

Titan Regulation is a leading regulatory consulting firm to hedge funds, broker dealers, CTA/CPO firms, 

banks, family offices, and PE and VC firms. Titan’s experienced team of compliance experts provides 

comprehensive regulatory services for SEC, CFTC, FINRA, and exchange-regulated businesses, including 

compliance program design, administration, regulatory registration services and audit prep. Based in 

San Francisco with offices in Chicago, Titan has been recognized for excellence in consulting services by 

HFMWeek, AltCredit Intelligence and CTA Intelligence. 

www.titanregulation.com 

  

ABOUT EVENTUS SYSTEMS, INC. 

Eventus Systems, Inc. is a financial software firm that helps clients solve pressing industry challenges 

using intelligent data. Led by a veteran management team, Eventus brings exceptional talent and 

pedigree in software development, with a particular expertise in capital markets and high-performance 

data management. Eventus’ Validus is the only run-time enterprise risk and compliance platform on the 

market capable of spanning the front-, middle-, and back-office, allowing for sophisticated risk 

management and surveillance. Through multi-stream data reconciliation and pipelining, Validus offers a 

high-performance, scalable platform that was built and battle-tested in the toughest market conditions. 

www.eventussystems.com 
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Lauren Horning 

lauren@titanregulation.com 

312.724.9036 
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